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In recent decades the world has seen a simultaneous trend towards becoming more peaceful overall, but also towards higher homicide rates surging in focal regions in the developing world. Although abundant research exists on the nature and sociology of crime, few studies look into the damaging impact of crime and violence on the daily lives of affected communities. The present study proposes the use of societal-scale behavioral data—card transactions’ metadata—to elicit such impact. On the crime side, we use detailed homicide records for an entire middle-income country to identify salient crime shocks at the local level. On the behavioral side, we use debit card transaction volumes throughout the country to extract behavioral indices. We show that crime shocks have a substantial effect on communities’ consumption patterns. Moreover, we show that the effects of crime shocks distribute differently across population subgroups defined by gender and socioeconomic status—e.g., with reductions of up to 7% in females’ average volume of transactions—potentially exacerbating social inequalities. We conclude this work with policy recommendations on the use of ‘big data’ sources to monitor and help.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Crime and Violence

In recent decades the world has seen a trend towards becoming more peaceful overall (1). Simultaneously, higher civilian murder rates are still surging in focal regions in the developing world (while they are decreasing in rich countries): in 2016, 68 percent of violent deaths worldwide were murders, which is more than 3 times the number of deaths caused by war (2). Homicide rates are often used as a proxy for the overall regional levels of violence, among other reasons because they are the most systematically recorded crime.

Increasing violence in developing countries can be attributed to a multiplicity of factors. In some cases, it is strongly associated to factors such as organized crime, trafficking, and gang activity (3). Moreover, crime is explained to varying degrees by a broad range of structural and societial circumstances, such as demographic and socioeconomic factors (4, 5), access to education (6) and weakness of institutions (5, 7). In addition, more recent place-centric approaches have emphasized the impact of physical characteristics of cities on crime, such as the proportion of uninhabited homes (8).

Excluding war zones, Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), is considered the most violent region in the world, where homicide rates registered in 2015 were four times higher than the world average (3). In fact, levels of violence in LAC are so disproportionately high, that they are considered at epidemic levels by the World Health Organization. Mexico ranks among the most violent countries in the region, where homicide rates have surged to unprecedented levels since 2007 (9), when president Felipe Calderon began a frontal assault on drug-trafficking organizations (10). Recently, in 2017, violence levels broke historic records, registering more than 29,000 homicides (INEGI, 2017).

The present work focuses on the effects that prevalent violence may have on the daily lives of local communities. Although the majority of violence is credited to conflict among criminal organizations, or among them and government forces, a recent study published by Open Society Foundations reports numerous atrocity crimes perpetrated against the civilian population since 2006, including killings, torture, and disappearances (11). Consequently, violence and insecurity have become the number one concern of Mexicans, above unemployment, corruption, and poverty—with 70% of Mexicans declaring it their top concern, according to the 2015 National Survey on the Quality and Impact of Government (ENCIG 2015).

1.2 Impact of Crime on Citizens’ Lives

Whether originated by war or waves of crime, violence has pervasive impacts on communities and the development of cities and countries. Recent studies in Mexico have shown the impact of violence at a societal level, such as deteriorating effect on democratic institutions (12), economic costs (9, 13–15) and urban transformation (16). Moreover, violence creates fear and uncertainty, affecting not only the primary victim but also his/her family and community, also known as secondary victims (17). Only a few studies worldwide have explored the effects of crime and violence on daily activities of both primary and secondary victims, even the less focusing on LAC countries. A few have revealed the impact of victimization or fear of victimization on risky routine activities (18), on nighttime activities (19) and on the emotional and psychological health of individuals (20).

In Mexico, the National Victimization and Perception of Public Security Survey (ENVIPE), attempts to measure behavioral changes in correlation with perception of security. According to ENVIPE, in 2017 the three daily activities most affected by fear of crime are ‘Letting children go out alone’, ‘Use jewelry’ and ‘Go out at night’. Further studies based on ENVIPE results, underlined gender differences in both perceptions of security and changes in behaviors in a high-crime environment (21, 22).

However, to our knowledge, the disruption of daily activities such as mobility or consumption, and its differentiated effects on population subgroups, as defined by gender and socioeconomic status, has never been quantified or systematically evaluated.

1.3 Private Sector’s Big Data for Public Good

Big data are defined as the digital traces (or digital breadcrumbs) passively emitted through the use of digital devices, such as call records, credit card transactions, GPS locations, etc. (23). Given its ubiquitous nature, crumbs can yield accurate information about human behavior (e.g., purchasing behavior or physical mobility and communications) at unprecedented levels of spatiotemporal granularity. Derived insights have been used to diagnose a diverse range of situations, opening to applications such as poverty mapping (24), infrastructure (25) and transportation planning (26).

In the field of citizen security and crime prevention, researchers were able to predict crime “hotspots” in cities such as London, Boston, and Bogota using aggregated human behavioral data captured from the mobile network infrastructure, together with basic demographic information (27). To date, these approaches have not looked into the impact of crime on the daily behavior of individuals.

This paper. In this paper, we map individuals’ behavioral disruption in the face of urban crime shocks, by using societal-scale debit card transaction records. Section 2 describes the crime and behavioral datasets and how indices were computed. Section 3 summarizes the main results and Section 4 discusses results and future work.
2. Data and Methods

The data and methods used in this paper consist of two types: on the one hand crime data and the elicitation of crime shocks, and on the other hand consumption data and the construction of behavioral indices.

2.1 Crime Shocks

Crime data. We collected detailed crime records from the National Public Safety System of Mexico. More specifically, we computed monthly homicide rates—homicides for each 10,000 individuals—for each of the +2.4 thousand municipalities in the country. The rationale for focusing on homicides is threefold: their high prevalence in the country of focus, their high impact on citizen’s perception of safety, and the fact that homicide statistics are among the most reliable among several crime types (e.g., as opposed to rape, which is often under-reported).

Crime shocks. We define a crime shock as a period of sustained and relatively low homicide rates, followed by a period of sustained and relatively high crime rates. In particular—and given the available temporal longitudinality at the intersection of the crime and behavioral datasets (one year from October 2014 to September 2015)—we use six-month windows, such that a shock consists of six months of relative peace, followed by six months of high crime rates. Figure 2 shows such shocks elicited for the municipalities of Mugica, Jalacingo, and Venustiano Carranza. More generally, Figure 3 shows the distribution of percentage change in homicide rate for all municipalities. In what follows, we consider that a municipality endures a crime shock when its six-month homicide rate increases by 75% or more, which corresponds to the .85 percentile (as shown in Figure 3).

As mentioned above, the current ubiquitous use of digital services and infrastructure generates "digital footprints" that can provide statistical information about societal dynamics. For example, mobile phone metadata can provide an approximation of individuals’ mobility traces, and credit and debit card transaction records can provide an approximation of consumption and the activities that citizens engage with throughout the day.

2.2 Behavioral Indices.

Consumption data. Here we focus on anonymized and aggregated card transaction records, from one of the leading banks operating in the Mexican market. From these we compute municipality- and monthly-level indices across the period of study (from October 2014 to September 2015) for all urban areas in the country. In particular, we measure the empirical distribution of average expenditure per person and compare them before and after the crime shocks. We

---

1 We refer to consumption and expenditure interchangeably.
Figure 2: Crime shock examples. Examples of crime shocks in three different municipalities. The six-month windows of the relative peace are shown in blue, followed by six-month windows of high violence, shown in orange. Green lines denote monthly crime rates and dashed blue lines denote six-month moving averages. Red dots indicate six-month percentage changes which are 1.95 standard deviations greater than the average percentage change within the municipality, considering all available homicide data.
Figure 3: Distribution of changes in homicide rates of municipalities. Observations beyond the 75% change threshold are considered crime shocks. X axis is the percentage change of crime rate in the second six month period from the first six month period in October 2014 to September 2015.

Figure 4: Socioeconomic distribution of consumption data sample vs. the country’s population. The Urban Marginalization Index is the national statistic used to measure multidimensional deprivation and poverty, in particular associated with schooling, housing, income and residence in urban localities.
further subdivide the distribution per gender (male and female) and socioeconomic groups (defined by very low, low, medium, high and very high marginalization index) to investigate the differential effects across groups.

**Socioeconomic distribution and marginalization index.** It is relevant to note that our data sample is likely to differ from that of the overall population of the country, as we are restricted to individuals with access to basic financial services. To assess this socioeconomic representativity, we study the distribution of marginalization according to the urban marginalization index as defined by the national statistical office (INEGI)—a multidimensional measure of deprivation and poverty, in particular associated with schooling, housing, income and residence in urban localities. Figure 4 compares the sample and population distributions in terms of urban marginalization index. We note that, as expected, the sample is biased towards individuals in low marginalization segments. However, the sample does include a substantial amount of individuals across very-low, low, medium, and high neighborhood marginalization segments. Section 3.2.2 studies heterogeneous effects of crime across these segments.

3. Results

![Graph](image)

**Figure 5: Effect of crime shocks on citizen’s consumption patterns.** A) Box-plot of average change of individual expenditure in each municipality. B) Bar chart representation with the 95% confidence interval. The shock condition shows that expenditure decreases significantly more in municipalities under crime stress. Expenditure is measured as the average expenditure per client within each municipality. The no shock condition corresponds to municipalities that did not experience a crime shock, and acts as a baseline comparison. Bars correspond to 95% confidence interval around the mean percentage change in expenditure.

3.1 Behavioral Disruptions in the Face of Crime Shocks

Figure 5 summarizes findings about the economic impact of crime shocks on the communities’ consumption patterns and the overall economy. The y-axis for the crime shock condition is negative as it corresponds to the percentage decrease in average expenditure activity per person. The expenditure change of no-crime shock condition is also negative, mainly due to seasonality effects of the December period, and it serves as a baseline comparison against the shock condition. As expected, it is observed that the expenditure drop in the shock condition is larger than in the no shock condition, since a persistent wave of criminal activity dissuades households to consume within their municipality and encourages preservation in the face of uncertainty. The difference between the two conditions is above 3% (p-value < .05).

Results in Figure 5 are generated from average expenditure of residents from municipalities where the debit card transaction data covers more than 2% of the overall population, according to population extrapolations based on the last available census. Figure 8 in Supplementary Materials shows the distribution of sample coverage across municipalities, as well as the 2% threshold applied. In addition, we restrict the analysis to urban populations with more than 75k residents (in accordance with official population-based urban/rural classification). Finally, the no shock condition serves as counterfactual baseline for comparison against expenditure in municipalities that undergo a crime shock, hence controlling for seasonality effects, such as increased expenditure in December.

3.2 Differential Impact to Population Subgroups

As noted in (28), different subgroups in the population are affected differently by waves of violence. In this section, we explore these differential impacts across two subgroup dimensions, gender and socioeconomic status. If the effect of violence across gender groups (male and female) are different, one would expect it can exacerbate already existing inequalities especially if violence interferes more with female lives than males'. The same mechanism that lead to differential impacts across gender can lead to deepening inequalities across other dimensions of social or socio-economic
status, as suggested by (28). Hence, we investigate whether waves of violence disrupt economic activity at different rates across neighborhoods with low and high urban marginalization index (as described in Section 2.2).

3.2.1 Across Gender

Women's concerns and behaviors in the public space differ from men's in ways that can be broadly associated with gender roles and a set of beliefs about safety (29). As evidenced by researchers, the experience of violence, including victimization and perception of security, is different among men and women (18–20), leading to differential behavioral changes. These changes in behavior can further exacerbate existing inequalities, such as unequal endowment with social capital (30) and access to new economic opportunities, ultimately slowing prospects of personal growth. Given these facts, any difference in how crime dissuades economic activity and social mobility across gender groups would mean that a crime shock would potentially exacerbate the existing level of inequality between men and women. In particular, women could be more constrained for a long period after a crime shock, hence limiting their access to opportunities in comparison to men.

This study quantifies the differential effect of crime across gender groups. Figure 6 shows our main results comparing the effect of crime shocks between men and women, based on changes in their respective expenditures aggregated at the municipality level. As hypothesized, the behavioral disruption effected by crime shocks is stronger for females than males. Crime suppresses female activity (6.1% decline on average) at a rate more than three times larger than males (1.6% decline on average), leading to a gender gap of 4.5%. The diff-in-diff activity across genders is statistically significant at a 0.05 level (p=0.024) obtained after bootstrapping the distribution of mean difference.

3.2.2 Across Socio-economic Status

We repeat the same analysis for groups with different socioeconomic status. We use the marginalization index released as part of annual Mexico Census for different districts (there are multiple districts within one municipality). Districts with high marginalization tend to have lower access to education and other public services, and districts with low

![Figure 6: Effects of crime shocks on expenditure across gender. X-axis is the percentage change of expenditure after the crime shock when the trend from no crime shock condition is subtracted. The mean observed effect for males is −1.6%, and −6.1% for females, yielding a gender disparity of 4.5%. The p-values for male and female refer to the hypothesis that the activity change after the crime shock is zero. The p-value for the difference refers to the hypothesis that the difference between the two groups is zero. The distribution of difference is obtained through bootstrapping of difference between males and females.](image-url)
marginalization tend to be from high socio-economic status. We expect behavioral impacts of crime to hit areas with higher marginalization harder, due to higher mobility and economic constraints. For the purpose of comparison, we merged groups with very low and low marginalization into one group denoted as low and the rest into the second group denoted as high marginalization.

Figure 7 shows our main results on differential effects of crime shocks on districts with different marginalization status. Each district is assigned with a percentage change in average per-person expenditure after subtracting the baseline value from the no crime shock condition. The figure illustrates the distribution of these extra changes in expenditure after a crime shock across different districts with high and low marginalization. The results indeed confirm our expectation that within a municipality affected by a crime shock, districts of higher socioeconomic status (low marginalization) are less impacted by crime shocks than districts with lower socioeconomic status (high marginalization), as compared to districts in a municipality not affected by a crime shock. Crime suppresses economic activity in high and low marginalized districts by −6.7% and −3.7%, on average respectively, leading to a 3.0% socioeconomic gap in the behavioral impact of crime. The diff-in-diff activity across low and high marginalization is statistically significant at a 0.1 level obtained after bootstrapping the distribution of differences across the groups. This mean difference is only marginally significant (p-value = .063) mainly due to small sample size. As mentioned in Section 4, in near-future work we will increase the size of crime shock samples by accessing larger longitudinal periods of overlapping card and crime data, in order to increase the precision of differential effects’ estimates, as well as move into a cross-sectional approach across gender and socio-economics.

4. Discussion and Future Work

In this work we have shown the effect that crime and violence have on citizens’ daily lives. We undertook a novel approach that uses societal-scale information from anonymized card transaction metadata, to compute indices related to the consumption patterns of the population. We show that crime shocks have a negative effect on citizens’ consumption patterns and that this effect can be unequally distributed across population subgroups.

A couple of data-related challenges constrained the extent of the analysis here presented. Most importantly, the present study relied on available data spanning one calendar year, for which both card transaction and crime data overlapped. This longitudinality constraint fixed the pre- and post-shock six-month window periods, hence reducing substantially
the amount of crime shocks studied. Consequently, finer grain analysis, such as cross-sectional socioeconomic and gender analysis was not attainable due to power constraints; and similarly the study of heterogeneities across municipality types. In contrast, we have recently started a close collaboration with Banorte, the second largest bank in the Mexican market. Through a direct, on-site collaboration with their analytics team, we look forward to build and extend substantially on the results and framework here presented. In particular, by leveraging the project’s relevant longitudinality from one to five years.

The results here presented are first steps towards mapping, understanding, and helping manage the effects of crime shocks on affected communities. Several avenues of work lie immediately ahead. First, regarding categories of consumption, it exists a rich categorization of merchants, which can be used to elicit category-specific effects. Future work will extract hierarchical meta-categories, to provide insight into how different domains of people's routine are differentially affected (e.g., entertainment and transportation).

Second, future work will explore at a finer grain how crime shocks unequally affect different community subgroups. In particular, by conducting a cross-sectional analysis at the intersection of gender and socioeconomic status, which is of great relevance towards translating observational insights into policy interventions. Third, future work will explore complementarities of other sources of data—mobile phone records in particular—and the additional insight they can provide in terms of effects on the mobility patterns of individuals. This additional data can ultimately be used to map more complex effects of high relevance, such as the relationship between crime shocks and community segregation. Finally, we expect future work to pursue causal insights from these wealth of observational data, by building detailed studies that leverage natural experiments in the data, or more sophisticated econometric estimators.

Overall, this paper proposes the use of digital footprints (metadata) to build indices of communities' behavioral patterns, at a large-scale and fine grain, in order to monitor the effects of crime and other types of shocks to local communities. The guiding vision of this work is a prospective ecosystem where the public sector, the private sector, and civil society participate in monitoring, communicating and managing the dynamics of disruption and recovery of communities in the face of crime, violence, and other adverse events. Today, several elements of such ecosystem already exist—the societal-scale behavioral data, technologies for safe data sharing (31), and policy-support platforms that aim at aiding local policy decisionmaking (32)—thus we expect these elements to connect and form such capabilities in the near future.
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Figure 8: The distribution of percentage of municipality population present in the debit transaction data. The municipalities below the 2% threshold in dashed red are discarded. Only municipalities where active bank clients—clients which made at least one transaction during the period of analysis—represent more than 2% of the official estimated population were included in the study, in order to ensure a minimum degree of representativity in levels of expenditure in each municipality.
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